
Case-Mate Announces Nationwide Launch of  
Premium Designer Smartphone Cases at Sprint 

 
ATLANTA, November 11th, 2013 -- Case-Mate, the international design company known for creating 
fashion-forward mobile accessories for smartphones is excited to announce the launch of its premium 
designer smartphone cases for iPhone and Samsung Galaxy devices in over 1,100 Sprint stores across the 
U.S. Starting November 8th, Sprint will begin offering its shoppers a curated assortment of Case-Mate's 
premium crafted cases with a dedicated brand showcase designed to enhance the case shopping 
experience. 
 
Inspired by looks ranging from glamorous and chic to vintage and classic, the Case-Mate collections will be 
merchandised similarly to other fashion accessories, providing customers with a more intuitive way to select 
a case that complements his or her style. Each Case-Mate case has been individually crafted using some of 
the world's most sophisticated materials, sourced specifically for their unique and superior accents, patterns, 
colors or textures. 
 
“We believe that a well-designed smartphone case is an extremely important complement to a person’s 
overall fashion and style aesthetic – as important as any other personal accessory such as a pair of shoes, 
eyewear, or jewelry,” said Shashi Reddy, founder and CEO of Case-Mate. “We’re proud to partner with 
Sprint and offer their customers a new shopping experience for smartphone accessories.”  
 
"Sprint’s new partnership with Case-Mate gives our customers access to premium designer fashion cases 
that were previously only available in high-end department stores,” said David Owens, Vice President of 
Product Development, Sprint.  
 
The dedicated brand showcase features a broad array of Case-Mate's most exquisite smartphone cases for 
the Apple iPhone 5/5s and iPhone 5c, as well as the Samsung Galaxy S4 and Galaxy Note 3. The featured 
cases from Case-Mate range from products crafted from genuine mother of pearl to hand-painted 
tortoiseshell and exotic hardwood cases for both men and women. 
 
Pricing and Availability 
Premium Case-Mate cases will be available at Sprint stores, starting November 8th, with prices ranging from 
$30-$150. 
 
About Case-Mate 
In 2006, Case-Mate began with a simple desire – to craft a portfolio of fashionable personal accessories 
defined by a thoughtful approach to elegant materials, detailed assembly, and finishing detail. Today, our 
products are sold in over 70 countries and it still remains our passionate belief that well-made accessories 
should be timeless in quality, worthy of admiration, and the perfect complement to a lifestyle of personal 
refinement. See what inspires us at http://www.case-mate.com 
 
Follow @CaseMate on Twitter and Like us on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/CaseMate. 
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